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yy is Grundy.

My is 22 Penong 4074. -

I to say for the information of who are this and for
are not, that I am in the first I to be

I to the Inquiry I to do so.

That is no than is, and what has to on
the with to the internet through The

That I am as far as I am to the

My is up for scrutiny. I by the on the as I
do in with the of we on the

the

The I as an is no no
to all - be in journalism,
.. or

That is the for truth.

so, to my who me, I wish to I couldn't

is not for circulation, nor listeners, nor viewers, nor nor to
the to the of or it is that

- my journey is the for truth.

we are But is much more to be so the
on.

Those who me, volunteer to do so. They are not into

the thing that is, who do so, a of
at has in this in this

Which of children, including and the of in
put at risk, and the

of the bureaucracy, on the of
should, but do not, act to the of the or

crime, convenient to no is to
the of the law to the the law in this has to
the of a joke. For the law has brought into

The is that we one law for and
for the rest of us.



And a disturbing is that nothing is

No - the may for is not
to be an when committed by at the big of

town.

Everyone the other way. Including the politicians.

If I the we we
in involves of of words.

The we

» found not to in of the law for
or the of or

for a

« their on the of an but
(or of the law by Criminal

Commission and DPP (including over the no
five and senior figures the CJC, five of
whom high in the and in
this

« a citizen, on the hand, charged, and to
trial for doing the public did did not

trial;

• a girl in custody into the (to a off-limits to
women) by her and left six

knowing had to her, was
done;

« the of the of that to the
(until a story to her in the

In is no to or to in
the of a Royal Commission into the of in Church
and Institutions (which John Oxley), nor the that

to the trail involved in the John
I

Inquiries. If they not, then who
might wish to why they did not mention an

in their

« of the file on that out in the FOI
to from the victim.

« the woman has to be a of the
her to up the



her was by authorities.
to out a for her

her having not in trouble for and to
her to custody immediately. She is given no nor
for her Those who her are

« the just mentioned, coinctdentally, the
notified the had a it,

and to return her to jail for and a half

« to the girl at the Lower an act of
unconscionable bastardry. The her she had

a victim of prior to her to
And they took her into the bush, told her to her off
when she in the water (as I done) and left her
the and of did
for her. And the Criminal Justice Commission no
misconduct involved. Nothing that might see or

Which of that in do the
today. And there would be no Which is yet

why I a high of the Criminal
Justice/Crime Misconduct Commission.

John Oxley girl she in her cell/or by a
member and on at his any

number of of the if
that had with, of

we the lid on the
to the point, if Heiner had to

her may

to get at and in
the-next post-Fitzgerald Queensland are or at
turn. FOI officers they are not to

in the courts, without any for
to court records. Then they simply the (tell you

lies in other words) to deny you Then say
the you are and to notion that the are
courts of to the of farce. But they still to
the The be to

a involved in a in the in the of the
with a to his There is no
found with him, and the gun, and a is

interviewed what And ten he
has a fit of the and up for



Coincidentally, the just coming, just a of
to the girl in the The

the of his committal hearing. It is by the DPP we are
told. And so the Office of the DPP the of the
court The whole thing is an

..... Nothing has

Politicians with hypocrisy condemned the Governor
Most, of into

out of and nothing.

Civil nothing. One out that he couldn't say
one of a friend.

The has nothing.

Mr the
nothing.

In the of no that
nothing. It's as if had

from Andrew Carroll and Austin the
or nothing at all - scoff, of course.

that is only the we

of which you

In your 1 may your 1 to
my ... a of which I brought with me.

I my will be and 1 do not to be in a
of or just to time.

It be to of this into the so that
can be no as to its accuracy.

Thank you Chair.


